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A guide to using the new fake gel

Introduction

The newly designed fake gel is divided into four main
sections, fluorescence multiplexing (which can also be
used for UV excited gels), resolution,
chemiluminescence and greyscale.

This new compact design of the fake gel permits
several different tests of the imaging system to be
performed with ease.

UV excited gels

UV excited gels are often DNA/RNA gels. The new fake
gel can be used as an example of a DNA or RNA gel
by using the following lighting and filter combination;
transilluminator medium wave and UV filter. Both the
red and yellow bands will be visualised. You can
analyse the image in GeneTools using the first red lane
as your marker selecting Lambda Hind III Molecular
weight.

Fluorescence multiplexing

An increasing number of life science laboratories are
using multiplex detection. The new fake gel
demonstrates how to multiplex between two colours, in
this case red and yellow.

To visualise the red bands the following light and filter
selection should be used; epi red and filter FRLP/705M.
For the yellow bands use epi blue and short wave
bandpass (SP)/ 525 filter.

A composite image can be created to show the
combined multiplex.

Chemiluminescence

Chemiluminescence has become an accepted standard
non-isotopic method for western blot applications. The
new fake gel has two rows of bands present for
chemiluminescence. The top row of bands are brighter
than the bottom row. This test clearly demonstrates that
both bright and fainter bands can be clearly detected
using Syngene G:BOX chemi image capture systems.
To visualise both rows of bands it is recommended to
either use series capture or intelli-chemi mode.

Resolution

The resolution is the amount of detail that the camera
can capture which is measured in pixels. The more
pixels a camera has, the greater the definition between
close bands.

Therefore, the better the camera is i.e. the more pixels
it has, the camera should be able to distinguish lines
which are close together. Use white light to visualise
the lines to test the camera’s resolution.

Grey scale

The level of grey scales indicates what ‘bit level’ the
camera has. The more grey scales that the camera can
detect the more ‘bit levels’ the camera has.

The level of grey scales that the camera can detect can
be determined by using white light to image the grey
scale levels on the fake gel.

Figure 1- Image of the new fake gel

Summary
The table below summarises the recommended
imaging conditions to be used for each section present
on the fake gel.

Table 1 - Summary of the recommended imaging
conditions for each section of the fake gel
* To show a ‘true’ multiplex we recommend using the
multiplexing filters 705M and 525.

Syngene reserves the right to amend or change
specifications without prior notice. This Application
Note supersedes all earlier versions.
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Lighting Filter

Fluorescence
multiplexing

Epi red
Epi blue

FRLP/705M*
SP/525*

UV excited gels MW UV trans UV

Chemiluminescence No light No filter
Resolution White light UV
Grey scale White light UV
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